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ABSTRACT

An approximate theory for the scattering of an incident plane P wave into tube waves
in a fluid-filled borehole drilled through two homogeneous half-spaces is proposed in
this paper. This theory is in excellent agreement with the zero frequency formulation
(White, 1983) for frequencies below hundreds of Hertz (in the range of conventional
crosshole or VSP experiments) and flnite difference simulation at high frequencies. At
low frequency the excited tube wave is found to be independent of the borehole radius
and shows stronger sensitivity to the formation shear velocity contrast across the layer
boundary. The sensitivity towards the compressional velocity perturbation is opposite
to that of the shear wave and density such that little tube wave can be generated if the
compressional and shear velocities are both increased or decreased accordingly. Unlike
the tube wave excited in the borehole when an incident plane wave hits a fracture,
the reflected and transmitted tube waveS generated at a layer boundary show opposite
polarities.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of a plane wave incident at a fluid-filled borehole has been studied by
White (1953) and Schoenberg (1986). White considered only the zero frequency limit.
Schoenberg formulated the problem using exact theory, but invoked the low frequency
approximation for numerical evaluations. Neither of these studies showed that a tube
wave would be generated inside the borehole.

There is a physical explanation for the absence of tube waves in a homogeneous
formation at long wavelengths. The tube wave would be generated if the pressure
increments inside the borehole added constructively along the borehole axis. This does
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(1)

not happen since the tube wave phase velocity is lower than the apparent vertical velocity
of the incident wave. In cross-hole field experiments, one generally observes tube waves
being generated in the receiver borehole. This commonly happens when the incident
body waves hit a "borehole washout." It also happens at some formation boundaries.

In this paper we investigate the case of a plane P wave incident at a borehole
drilled through two homogenecus half-spaces. The borehole axis is perpendicular to
the interface between the two formations. We investigate how the formation properties,
angle of incidence and frequency affect tube wave generation.

THEORETICAL FORMULATION

The model we consider is a borehole perpendicular to the interface between two homoge
neous half-spaces. The incident wave is a plane P wave. To deal with the discontinuity,
we use sources along the interface and inside the borehole to satisfy the boundary con
ditions.

We formulate the problem for each half-space (referred to as medium #1 and medium
#2) separately, for using the low frequency approximation. The models of White (1953)
and Schoenberg (1986) are illustrated schematically in Figure 1. For White's approach,
the deformation of the borehole can be calculated by Timoshenko's theory (Timoshenko
and Goodier, 1951) in static elasticity. The pressure set up across a differential distance
dz along the borehole with medium #1 can be expressed as

dP = P 0 1wS(w)[AI eik'PIZ + AI e-ik.plZ + AI e-ik••1Zjdz
I I T Pj PjP) PjS) ,

assuming a P-wave incidenvr from medium #1, where Alp represents the contribution. j

from the incident P wave; APjP) represents the contribution from the reflected P wave,

and ApjS) is the reflected S wave; PI is the fluid density, Of is the zero-frequency tube

wave velocity in a borehole with medium #1, and S(w) is the amplitude of incident P
wave at frequency w. Details of derivation can be found in the appendix A.

For the same reason, in the portion of the borehole with medium #2, the pressure
set up by the transmitted P and S wave is

(2)

The total pressure at any point of the borehole will be the intergation of all the
infinitesimal pressures along the borehole with appropriate phase delay. For a point in
the borehole in medium #1, the pressure is

P(H < 0 w) = P 0 1wS(w)[BI eik'PIH + B I e-ik'PIH + B I e-ik..1H j, I T Pj PjP) PjS)
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+ PfCfwS(W)Bll(Ah,A},jPj,AhSj) e-
ikolH

+ p e11wS(w)B (AIl AIl ) e-ikolH •f T 12 PjPj ' PjSj

For a point in the borehole in medium #2, the pressure is

P(H > O,w) = P CIlwS(w)[BIl eikzp2H +B11 eikzo2H]f T PjPj PjSj

+ pfCfwS(w)B21(Ah, A}:>jPj' A},jSj) eiko2H

+ P elIwS(w)B (AIl AIl ) eiko2Hf T 22 PjPj' PjSj
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(3)

(4)

where kcl = w/cf and kd}, = w/c!f.. It is worthwhile to note that when the layer does
not exist, all the coefficients are zero except Bh and B!j,jPj'

Application of the Negative Dislocation Theory

When the borehole goes through two media, there are different coupling effects between
the incoming wave and the borehole in the upper and lower media. To deal with the
discontinuity, a negative dislocation source can be added at the boundary to compensate
for the discontinuity. Then the problem can be divided into three parts, as shown in
Figure 1: two half-spaces, two boreholes one in each half-space, and sources along the
interface and the borehole generating the tube waves. For the generation of the tube
wave inside the borehole, the sources accounting for the discontinuity in the formation
contribute significantly less than that inside the fluid. This is because the amplitude of
the eigenfunction of tube wave displacement inside the borehole is significantly larger
than that outside (Cheng and Toksoz, 1984).

The displacement and stress discontinuity at z = 0 (layer boundary) inside the
borehole can be written as

n=co

[unr)] = -af L in [U!n(r)] cosnB
n=-oo

n=oo

[u~(r)] =af L i n [U6n(r)]sinnB
n=-oo

n=oo

[u{(r)] = -af L in[U!n(r)]cosnB
n=-oo

n=oo

[O'{.(r)] = -PjO-f L in [Rfn(r)] cosnB
n=-oo

where [U!n(r)],[U6n (r)], [Ufn(r)] and [Rfn(r)] are related to the reflection and transmis
sion coefficients and formation as well as incident wave properties.
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By employing the elastic representation theory (Aki and Richards, 1980) in the
frequency domain, we can derive the contribution of the secondary sources at position
x as (Figure 2)

Un(X) = - Jis {G3n((,x)[o-{'(0l- Pfa}([u!(0l + [u~(0l + [u{(0D a~~ (,s x)}dS(0·
(5)

The free-space Green's tensor in the fluid can be written as

where

Integration in (5) can be evaluated exactly and the displacement due to the sec
ondary source is equivalent to that generated by a source with potential

(6)

(

(7)

Again, <f>;' and <f>:" are related to the transmission and reflection coefficients and the
formation as well as incident wave properties. Details are given in the appendix B.

Given the source potential, the classical solution (Cheng and Toks6z, 1981) can be
applied to compute the borehole excitation.

Sensitivity of the Tube Wave to the Formation Parameter

The reflection and transmission coefficient for the plane wave incident upon the layer

boundary can be expanded in terms of formation properties contrasts ~P, ¥ and ~a
to the first order (Richards and Frasier, 1976; Chapman, 1976). For the case of P-wave
incidence, the ratio of the amplitude of pressure of the reflected tube wave to that of
the incident P wave can be written as

Pt~be _ R 6.p R 6.{3 R 6.a--- P-+ {3-+ a-
~= P {3 a

where Rp, R{3 and R a are the sensitivity functions of the reflected tube wave to the
density, shear, and compressional velocity contrasts, respectively. Details are given in
the appendix C.
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As a function of the incident angle, we plot these sensitivity functions for the case
Ci = 5970 mis, /3 = 2880 m/s and P = 2656 Kg/m3 (Solenhofen Limestone) as shown
in Figure 3. We see that the reflected tube wave is more sensitive to the shear velocity
contrast across the layer boundary than those of density and compressional velocities.
In addition, RCi shows a negative sign to R/3 and Rp for this particular choice of
parameters.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The first example shows that the zero frequency approximation and the negative dis
location theory agree when the frequency is low. In this calculation, Cil = 5970 m/s,
/31 = 2880m/s, PI = 2656Kg/m3 and Ci2 = 4206m/s, /32= 2664m/s, P2 = 2140Kg/m3

,

which mimics the (Solenhofen) limestone formation embedded above the (Berea) sand
stone. The borehole fluid is water and the radius is 10 em. The frequency of the incident
P wave is 100 Hz and the incident angle is 25°. The offset of the receiver is 100 m from
the layer boundary and the time window is 250 ms. Figure 4 shows that excellent
agreement can be found, especially when they are plotted on top of each other (Figure
5). The small artifact in the negative dislocation approach comes from the imaginary
source of the Discrete Wavenumber Method. It is interesting to note that the reflected
and transmitted tube waves generated at a layer boundary show opposite polarities,
which is different from those generated from a fracture.

If the source frequency is increased to 1000 Hz and other parameters are kept the
same, a discrepancy can be observed from these two approaches, as shown in Figure 6.
In this case the zero frequency approximation is inaccurate.

In the third example (Figure 7), we assign the same density and compressional
velocity to medium #1 and medium #2 and vary the shear velocity of medium #2. In
this calculation, all other parameters remain the same as in the first example, except
Ci2 = 5970 m/s, /32 = 4320 m/s, and P2 = 2656 Kg/m3 (I.e., 50% perturbation in shear
velocity). The large amplitude-reflected tube wave is generated from the layer boundary.
From the sensitivity analysis we might expect an even larger amplitude tube wave (0.8
times the incident wave), but we should remember that the sensitivity analysis is based
on the first-order approximation.

The fourth example (Figure 8) is the same as the third example, except Ci2 =
8955m/s, /32 = 2880m/s, and P2 = 2656Kg/m3 (I.e., 50% perturbation in compressional
velocity). In this case, the reflected tube wave has an opposite polarity compared to
the third example. Also, the reflected tube wave is nearly half the amplitude of that in
Figure 7.

In the fifth example (Figure 9), Ci2 = 5970m/s, /32= 2880m/s, and P2 = 3984Kg/m3
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(i.e., 50% perturbation in density). The reflected tube wave is slightly less than that in
the fourth example and has the same polarity as the third example.

In the sixth example (Figure 10), 0<2 = 8955 m/s, (32 = 3600 m/s, and P2 =
2656 Kg/m3 (i.e., 50% perturbation in compressional velocity and 25% in shear veloc
ity). In this case, we should expect little reflected tube wave because of the cancellation
of the tube wave contributed by shear velocity perturbation with that by compressional
velocity perturbation. This is indeed true.

COMPARISON WITH FINITE DIFFERENCE

Using the Finite difference method, it is feasible to model wave propagation in cylindrical
coordinate with azimuthal symmetry. A finite difference scheme based on a velocity
stress formulation is developed by Cheng et al. (this issue) to study energy radiation
into the formation from a fluid-filled borehole. It can also be used to study borehole
interaction with the formation for a ring source inside the solid. In Appendix D, we
have proved that up to a constant factor, the pressure at the center of fluid excited by
a ring source is equivalent to that by an incident plane P wave, as long as the radius
of the ring source is large compared to the radius of the borehole and the aperture of
the measurement is small. This justifies the comparison of finite difference calculations
with the results from the negative dislocation approach when the equivalence conditions
hold.

The model used for the comparison is a 20 cm diameter borehole drilled through
a lucite ( 0<1 = 2700 mis, (31 = 1400 mis, and PI = 2000 Kg/m3) and aluminium
(0<2 = 6300m/s, (32 = 3400m/s, andp2 = 2700Kg/m3 ) formations. The layer boundary
is at z = 2.56 m and 32 hydrophones are evenly distributed at the center of borehole
from ZI = 1.6 m to Z2 = 4.7 m. The source is chosen to be a Kelly wavelet with a center
frequency of 2 kHz. In the finite difference simulation, the ring source is located at
(ro = 2.0 m, Zo = 0) which corresponds approximately to {j = 37° incidence at the layer
boundary. The implememtation is acomplished on an nCUBE parallel computer with 64
nodes and takes approximately 30 minutes. In the calculation by negative dislocation
approach, an plane P wave incidence at {j = 37° is assumed. The computation time
on an Vax 8800 is nearly 20 minutes. Calculations by the finite difference technique is
shown in Figure lla, from which we can see the incident P wave and reflected S wave
in the lucite formation and transmitted S wave and strong tube wave (phase velocity
around 1426.0 m/s) in the aluminium formation. We can also see the incident S wave
and reflected S wave and the tube wave generated by the S wave incidence at a later
time, as well as some boundary reflections behind 4 ms. These waves should not exist if
perfect boundary conditions and pure volume source is achieved in the finite difference
calculation. The calculation by the negative dislocation theory is shown in Figure 11b.
Compared to the P wave incidence portion of finite difference result, we see excellent
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agreement between these two approaches.

CONCLUSIONS

343

Two approaches-zero frequency approximation and negative dislocation theory-are
examined for the calculation of tube wave generation at a layer boundary when a plane
compressional wave incidents upon the borehole. Excellent agreement of these two
approaches is found when the source frequency is below hundreds of Hertz and a signifi
cant tube wave can be generated when the contrast of elastic properties across the layer
boundary is large. For frequencies up to one kilohertz, the zero frequency approximation
fails to be valid, whereas the negative dislocation approach is still a good approximation.
At a low frequency, the excited tube wave is independent of the borehole radius and
shows stronger sensitivity to the formation shear velocity contrast compared to that of
the compressional velocity and density, and the sensitivity toward the compressional
velocity is opposite those of shear velocity and density. Unlike those excited by a frac
ture, for a plane P wave incidence the reflected and transmitted tube waves generated
at a layer boundary show opposite polarities. Examples of calculations support these
conclusions.

These methods can also be applied to the case of shear wave incidence and can be
generalized to the case of a stack of layers and an arbitrary source by employing the
well-known discrete wavenumber approach (Bouchon, 1977).
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Appendix A. ZERO FREQUENCY APPROXIMATION
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When a plane P wave incidents upon the layer boundary from medium #1, in the case
that no borehole exists, there will be reflected plane P and S waves in medium #1
and transmitted plane P and S waves in medium #2. The displacement reflection and
transmittion coefficients can be found in many places in the literature such as Aid and
Richards (1980). We will follow the notations used by Aid and Richards in this paper.

Suppose the polarization and propagation directions are confined in the (x, z) plane.
The normal stresses "xx, "yy and "zz due to these plane waves can be written as

I
"xx

= ),liS(w) [km ei(kp1x+k'PIZ) + PiP; km ei(kpIX-k'PIZ)] + 2J1.1iS(w) [kk~l ei(kp1x+k.plZ)
en

"~y ),liS(w) [km ei(kplx+k.plZ) + PiP; km ei(kpIX-k'PIZ)]

,,;z = ),liS(w) [km ei(kp1x+k.plZ) + PiP; km ei(kpIX-k'PIZ)] + 2J1.1iS(w) [kk;Pl ei(kp1x+k.plZ)
en

+PiP; k;Pl ei(kp,x-k.p,z) _ PiS; kslkzsl ei(k"x-k",Z)]

ka1 k~l

in medium #1, and

,,{fu ),2iS(W) PIP) k a2 ei(kp2X+k.p2Z)

"Ilz = ),2iS(w) PIP) k a2 ei(kp2x+k.p2Z) + 2J1.2iS(W) [PIP) kk;P2 ei(kp2X+k.p2Z)
a2

P S ks2kzs2 i(k1l2X+k~s2Z)]- ) ) e
k~2
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in medium #2. Where

kpl = ;;, sin il = wp,

kzpl = ;;, cos il = J~ko-&-l---k"";'-l'

ken = ;;"
kpz = ;;2 sin iz = wp,

kzpz = ;;2 COS iz = ..;""ic""&-z----:-k;;:--z,

kaz = ;;2'

k w··.1 = 7J; SlllJl = wp,
r.o--,-o-

kz•l = 7i; COSjl = JkfJl - k;p

k{3l = 7i;;
k w··.Z = l'J'; SlllJz = wp,

kz•z = If; cosh = ..;r.k.,,-~-z---k0;"Z,

k - w
{3z - l'J';'

and where p is the ray parameter, i and j are defined in terms of ray direction with the
vertical axis for the plane P and S waves respectively. Al and iLl are Lame parameters
in medium #1 and AZ and iLz are Lame parameters in medium #2

Under the zero frequency approximation, the size of the borehole is much smaller
than the wavelength such that the stresses generated by the incident wave are nearly
homogeneous at the vicinity around the borehole (much larger than the borehole radius,
but much smaller than the wavelength) if the borehole does not exist. Introduction of
a borehole will locally disturb the homogeneous stress field at the expense of borehole
deformation. The volume change of the borehole sets up a pressure inside the fluid in
the same way as a piston source does (White, 1983). The change of borehole radius
due to the stress field of incident elastic waves can be calcuiated by first computing the
axial strain in the formation

where

O"Tr =

iJOO =

iJxx + iJYY (1 a
2

) iJxx-iJyy ( 3a
4

4a
2

) 20-- + 1+--- cos
2 r2 2 r4 r2

iJxx + iJYY (1 a2)_iJxx-iJYY(1 3a
4

) 20
2 +rz 2 +r4 cos

(A-I)

(

are the stress fields near the borehole (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951) and E denotes
the Young's moduius. Integration of (A-I) yields

a
Ur = E[(iJxx + iJyy ) + 2(iJxx - iJyy ) cos 20 - lIiJzz ] (A-2)

at r = a.

Excitation of pressure inside the fluid is only dependent on the axial symmetric
component ur of (A-2), Le.,
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The change of borehole average radius will lead to a vertical motion of fluid. Consider
a differential section dz along the borehole, the differential vertical velocity dfi of fluid
motion can be related to the rate of change of borehole radius by the law of conservation
of fluid mass, Le.,

2 dfir
27fa dfi = -27fadzdI

from which we can get
dfi . fir
-=zw-.
dz a

In the fluid, pressure and particle velocity are related by

(A-3)

where Pf is the fluid density and CT is the zero frequency tube wave velocity given by
(Boit, 1952; White, 1983)

Following these steps, we can obtain

(A-4)

in medium #1, and

(A-5)

in medium #2, where

A~ =

Al =P1Pj

Al -P1Sj
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P(H < O,w)

V(H < O,w)

For a point at z = H(H < 0) in medium #1, the total pressure and axial velocity
are built up as

= jH dPr(z,w) eikc1 (H-z) + (o dPr(z,w) eikc,(z-H)
-00 JH

+ fa"" dPrr(z,w) ei (kc2Z
-

kc,H)

= jH dvr(z,w) eikc1 (H-z) _ (o dvr(z,w) eikc,(z-H)
-00 JH

_fa"" dVII(Z,W) ei (kc2Z
-

kc,H)

where kcl = w/cf and kc2 = w/C!J.

For the same reason, for a point at z = H(H > 0) in medium #2, we have

P(H > O,w) = 1° dPr(z,w) ei (-kc1 z+kc2H) + (H dPrr(z,w) eikc2(H-z)
-00 Jo

+1H"" dPrr(z, w) eikc2 (z-H)

V(H > O,w) 1° dvr(Z,w) ei (-kc1 z+kc2H ) + (H dVII(Z,W) eikc2(H-z)
-00 k
_L"" dvrr(z,w) eikc2(z-H).

The integrations can be exactly carried out and terms associated with infinite time
delay are excluded (White, 1953). We finally come up with (3) and (4) for pressures
and the following for axial velocity:

V(H < 0, w) = wS(w)[Dr eik,p,H + Dr e-ik,p,H + Dr e-ik..,Hj
p! p!Pr p!Sr

+ wS(w)Dll(Ah, A):Yr' Ahsr) e-ikc,H

+ wS(W)D I 2(A!J>!p!, A!J>!S!) e-ikc,H (A-6)

and

(

(A-7)

where

2· kcl Ar
zk2 k2 p!cl - zpl
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2 · kc1 Al
= zk2 k 2 PjSTc1 - .51
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Ell

2 · kzpl Al
= Z 2 2 Pkcl - k.pl 1

. k.pl Al
-2Z k2 k2 PP

c1 - .pl 1 1

= 2· k.sl Al
- zk2 k2 PjST

cl - .sl

Dll

2· k.p2 All
zk2 k2 P,P,

c2-.p2 "
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Appendix B. NEGATIVE DISLOCATION THEORY

As frequency goes higher, the zero frequency approximation fails to be valid because it
ignores the borehole scattered wave in the formation and does not acknowledge the radial
variation of fluid motion inside the borehole. Schoenberg's theory (Schoenberg, 1986),
on the other hand, can be applied to exactly solve the coupling of the incident plane
wave into the borehole. In so doing, when the formation is layered, the displacements
and stresses across the plane of the layer boundary will be discontinuous because of the
different coupling in the upper and lower formations. A negative dislocation source can
be added at the boundary to compensate for the discontinuity. The total field is the
summation of those due to incident waves and that generated by the dislocation source.

Following the same notation as Peng et a!., (this volume), we can express the dis
placements and stress inside the fluid, due to the incident P wave in medium #1, as

f Pj Pj ~'n Pj Pj
ur = -Cif [UrO (r)Ao + 2 L. ~ Urn (r)An cos nO]

n=l

-Cif [U:aj(r)A~j+2 f: inU~(r)A!,j(-sinnO)]
n=!

~ ,~ ~.where Urn (r) = kfplJn(kfplr), UOn (r) = njrJn(kfp1r) , Uzn (r) = zkzplJn(kfplr) and

R;';(r) = -w2Jn(kfplr). Here kfpl = JW2jCi} - k~l is the radial wavenumber in the

(
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fluid. Time and depth dependence of the form ei(k.z-Wt) are assumed.
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For the same reason, the displacements and stress inside the fluid, due to the reflected
P wave in medium #1, can also be written as

u~ -Cij [u:atPr(r)A~tPr+2 f inUtfntPr(r)A~tPr(-sinne)]
n=l

PtPr 'PtPr PtPr ·where Urn (r) = kjp1Jn(kjplr), Uen (r) = n/rJn(kjplr), Uzn (r) = -zkzplJn(kjplr)
PtPr _ 2and R jn (r) - -w In(kjp1r).

The displacements and stress inside the fluid due to the reflected S wave in medium
#1, cna be written as

u~ _Cij[U:atSr(r)A~tSr +2 f inUtfntSr(r)A~tSr(_sinne)]
n=l

U j - [UPtSr ( )APtSr 2 ~ .nuPtSr ( )APtSr ejz = O'f zO r 0 + L...J 2 zn r n cosn
n=l

For the transmitted P and S waves in medium #2, we have similar expressions
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uf [Up!p!( )AP!P! 2 f onup!p!( )AP!P!( 0 0)]
0 -af 00 r 0 + 2 On r n -smn

n=!

uf [Up!p!( )AP!P! 2 f onuPh ( )AP!P! OJ= -af zO r 0 + 2 zn r n cosnz
n=l

f p!p! p!p! 00 0 p!p! p!p!
azz - -Pfaf [RfO (r)Ao +2 L 2

nRfn (r)An cos nO]
n=l

and

uf [Up!S!( )AP!S! 2 f onup!S!( )AP!S! 0]
r - -af rO r 0 + 2 rn r n cosn

n=l

uf -af [Uta!S!(r)A{!S! +2 f inU~!S!(r)A!,!S!(_sinnO)j
0

n=l

uf = - [Up!S!( )AP!S! 2 f onup!S!( )AP!S! 0]z Cif zO r 0 + t zn r n cosn
n=l

f P!S! p!S! 00 0 P!S! P!S!
azz = -Pfaf [RfO (r)Ao + 2 L 2

n Rfn (r)An cosnOj
n=l

where

The displacement and stress discontinuity at z = 0 (layer boundary) inside the
borehole can be written as

00

[u!(r)] = -ad [U!o(r)] + 2 Lin [U!n(r)] cos nO }
n=l

00

[u~(r)] = -ad [U~o(r)]+ 2 L in [U~n(r)] (- sin nO) }
n=l

00

[u{(r)] -ad [U!o(r)] +2 Lin [ufn(r)] cos nO }
n=l
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00

[a{z(r)J = -Pfaf { [Rfn(r)] + 2 :z= in [Rfn(r)] cosn(}). (B-l)
n=l

where

[Uln(r)l = U!:..tPt A!'tPt + U!:..tSt A!'tSt _ U!:..t A!'t _ U!:..tPr A!'tPr _ U!:..tSr A!'tSr

[U
f ( )1- UPtPtAPtPt UPtStAPtSt UPtAPt UPtPrAPtPr UPtSrAPtSr
(}nr-(}n n +(}n n -(}nn-(}n n -(}n n

[uln(r)J = u!:lt A!'tPt + u!:lt A!'tSt - uI:.t A!'t - u!:lr A!'tPr _ u!:lr A!'tSr

[R ( )J = RPtPtAPtPt RPtStAPtSt - RPtAPt _ RPtPrAPtPr _ RPtSrAPtSr
fn r In n + In n In n In n In n

A negative dislocation (displacement or stress discontinuity) of (B-1) must be applied
at z = 0 to remove the discontinuity. The contribution of this secondary source can be
evaluated by the elastic representation theory, which says (Aki and Richards, 1980)

where ti is the traction and Ui is the displacement on the surface.

For the isotropic case,

Cijkl = Nhj + J1.(DikDjl + DUDjk).

Substituting into (B-2), we obtain

in fluid (J1f = 0) with S corresponding to the area inside the fluid at z = O.

The surface traction and displacements are related to the dislocation by

ts(0 = -[a{.(0J

niui(0 = -[ut(01- [u&(0J - [u{(01
from which we obtain

Un(X) = - Jis {Gsn([x)[a{'(0J - pfa }([ut(0J + [u&(0] + [u{(0D 8~:n ([ x)}dS(0.

(B-4)

The free-space Green's tensor in the fluid can be written as
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, eiw/afR 1 100 .

gp(x,x) = R = 27r -00 [i7rHa
1
)(kjr)] e'k,zdkz

where kJ+k; = w2/a}, R2 = (X_X')2+(y_y')2+(z_z')2 and r2 = (X_X')2+(y_y')2.

By making use of the following identities (Morse and Feshbach, 1953)

00

Ha1\kjr) = L enJn(kjr<lH~I)(kjr» cos n(O - 0')
n=O

and
1 102
", "- cos nO cos m(O - 0 )dO = e;;- cos nODmn,

7r 0

. ' (') {I m = 0.where r< = mm(r, r ), r> = max r, r and en = 2 mol 0 IS the Neumann's factor

and e; = {~ ::; ~ is the inverse of the Neumann's factor, we obtain from (B-4)

where

and where

<I>~(r)

<I>;,(r)

ikz/w2 fm(r) - g;"(r) - g;;'(r)

g;' (r)

fm(r) = H~)(kjr) fa" Jm(kjr') [Rjm(r')]r' dr' + Jm(kjr) [' H~)(kjr')[Rjm(r')]r'dr'

g;"(r) = H~)(kjr) fa" Jm(kjr') [U!m(r')]r' dr' + Jm(kjr)[' H~)(kjr')[U!m(r')]r'dr'

g;'(r) = H~l(kjr) fa" Jm(kjr') [Ubm(r')]r' dr' + Jm(kjr) [' H~)(kjr')[Ubm(r')]r'dr'

g;;'(r) = H~)(kjr) fa" Jm(kjr')[U!m(r')]r' dr' + Jm(kjr) [' H~)(kjr')[U!m(r')]r'dr'

Taking the following transforms between cylindrical coordinates and rectangular
coordinates,

a a 1 a- = cos 0- - sinO-
ax ar r ao
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a . a 1 a- = sme- +cose-ay ar rae
we obtain

aur = -¢far
1 aue - --¢frae
a

Uz -¢faz
where

is the equivalent displacement potential of the negative dislocation source.

355

Knowing the source potential, we can compute the borehole excitation by matching
the fluid-solid interface boundary conditions. The classical solution can be found in
Cheng and Toksoz (1981).
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Appendix C. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
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Consider a plane P wave incident on the layer boundary from medium #1. Denote a,
13 and p the elastic parameters in medium #1 and a + !::J.a, 13 + !::J.f3 and p + !::J.p the
elastic parameters in medium #2. Let p be the ray parameter, Le., sin iJfa = sinjJf13 =
sin i2/(a + !::J.a) = sinh/ (13 + !::J.f3) = p, where il and i2 are the incidence angles of the
P waves in medium #1 and #2 respectively, jl and j2 are those of te S wave. Also let
i = (il + i2)/2 and j = (jl + j2)/2. Up to the first order of !::J.a/a, !::J.f3/f3 and !::J.p/p,
llichards and Frasier (1976) had obtained

.!:.(1 _ 4f3V) !::J.p + 1 .!::J.a _ 4f32p2!::J.f3
2 P 2COS22 a 13

= -~[(1 _ 2f32p2 + 2132cos i cos j ) !::J.p _ (4f32 p2 _ 4132cos i cos j ) !::J.f3]
2 COS] a 13 p a 13 13

_ 1 _ .!:. !::J.p + ( 1 _ 1) !::J.a
2 p 2cos2i a

= ~[(1 _ 2f32p2 _ 2f32cosi cos j ) !::J.p _ (4f32p2 + 4f32cos i cos j ) !::J. f3 ].
2cos] a 13 p a 13 13

From equation (3), without the phase term ei(7r-kcIH-k.PIH), the ratio of the pressure
of the reflected tube wave to that of the incident wave can be written as

AI 2 2 AI
~-~l ~+~l ~ ~-~l ~

= 2kc1 + 2kc1 Ah + 2kc1 (kc1 - kzs1 ) APi

II 2 2 All II 2 2 AllCT kc1 - kzp1 PiPi CT kc1 - kzp1 PiBi
Cf 2kc1 (kc2 + kzp2 ) Ah Cf 2kc1 (kc2 + kzs2 ) Ah .

By expanding each individual term in the above equation up to the first order of
!::J.a/a, !::J.f3/ 13 and !::J.p/p, and making use of Chapman's result, we obtain

Pt~be _ R!::J.P R!::J.f3 R!::J.a--- p-+ 13-+ a-
~= p 13 a

(C-l)
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where

~ K_(~ -R+ K+ - K_ Q) + ~K+(~ _ 2{32p2)
2 M 2 4K+ 2 M 2

+ 1 NK_K+ [(1 _ 2{32p2 + 2{32COSi COS j )
2 M2 a {3

{32p2 /1 {32p2 . . {3 . .
-,,--_---;---'V'-::-;;-:--..,,-----;-;;-::::- _ (1 _ 2{32p2 _ 2{32 cos 2 cos J) PSIllJ ]
L cosj(l - 2{32/a 2 + {32p2) a {3 J+

K_(1 K+ - K_) K+ 2 2
R{3 = M 1-2{32/a2cos2i-R+ 4K+ Q -2 M{3P
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Ra

where

_2NK_K+ {32 [(p2 _ cosi cos j ) {32p2V1- {32 p2

M2 a {3 J_ cosj(l - 2{32/a 2 + {32 p2)

(
2 cosiCosj){3psin j ]

-p +a(3 J+

_~K_(K+-K_ 1 + a 2 +6{32cos2i )+~K+ 1
2 M 2K+ 1 - a 2p2 2 cos2i(a2 - 2{32 cos2i) 2 M 2 cos2i

K_ = aV1 + Pta}/p{32 - atV1 - p2a 2

K+ = aV1 + Pta}/p{32 + atV1 - p2a 2

L = {3V1 + Pta}/ p{32 --: atV1 - p2{32

h = {3V1 + Pta}/ p{32 + atV1 - p2{32

R = Pta}/(p{32 + pta}), Q = 1 - R

M = aV1 + Pta}/ p{32, N = {3V1 + Pta}/p{32.
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Appendix D. EQUIVALENCE CONDITIONS

358

In this appendix, we prove that, up to a constant factor, the pressure at the center of
fluid generated by a plane P wave incidence is identical to that generated by a ring of
point sources as long as the ring source is located at a great distance from the borehole
and the aperture of the measurement is small.

For a particular point source at (ro, 1/, zo), the source potential at (r, e, z) can be
written as

ikaR . 100
A. . = _e__ = 21r H(l)(~ r)eik.(z-zo)dk
'Ypamt R 2 0 "'r z

1r -00 (D-l)

where R = Jr2+ r;5 - 2rro cos(e - 1/) + (z - zo)2, r = Jr2+ r;5 - 2rro cos(e - 1/) and

kr = Jk'ft. - k';..

Following Morse and Feshbach (1953), we have

The potential of a ring of point sources is the integral of (D-l) with respect to 1/,
Le.,

If the ring source is far away from the observation point, we can make use of the
following asymptotic expansion

so the ring source potential is

As ro -> 00, the stationary phase method is used to evaluate the integral. The
stationary point is at

(D-2)
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The solution to (D-2) is

359

kz = ka cos Ii

where cosli = (z - zo)/j'ro""2-+-(""z---z-o):-:2 is a constant if the measurement aperture is
small.

The ring source potential then can be reduced to

<Pring = A(ro, zo) Jo(ka sin Ii r) exp(ika cos Ii z)

where the constant A is given by

_1 -'71"

A(ro, zo) = 2i7l"ro 2 e-'. sin Ii exp(ika sin Ii ro - ika cos Ii zo).

(D-3)

The displacement potential for an incident plane P wave is (Schoenberg, 1986)

<pp = exp(ikasinli rcos(1:/ - v) +ikacosli z)

00

exp(ikacos Ii z) [Jo(ka sin Ii r) + 2 I>nIn(ka sin Ii r) cosn(1:/ - v)J
n=l

where v is the azimuth of incident plane wave and Ii is the incidence angle.

All modes except n = 0 will contribute zero pressure at the center of fluid. For the
pressure at r = 0, the equivalent source potential will be

<P'ft = Jo(ka sin Ii r) exp(ika cos Ii z).

Therefore, we arrive at our conclusion that

<Pring(r, z) = A(ro, zo) <p'ft(r, z).

(D-4)
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p

" Formation # 1

Formation #2
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Figure 1: Tube wave generation at a layer boundary for an incident compressional plane
wave and decomposition of the problem into three small problems.
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Formation #1

Formation #2

El asti c Representation Theory:

The elastic displacement can be
expressed in terms of a surface
integral of dislacement and tra
ction discontinuity across the
surface.

Figure 2: Cartoon showing the elastic representation theory.
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Figure 3: Sensitivity to the formation elastic parameters of the ratio of amplitude of the
reflected tube wave to that of incident compressional wave as a function of incident
angle.
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DISLOCATION APPROACH (100HZ,7.15E+08)
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Figure 4: In this example, al = 5970 mis, (31 = 2880 mis, PI = 2656 Kglm3 and
a2 = 4206 mis, (32 = 2664 mis, P2 = 2140 Kglm3 and frequency 100 Hz, incident
angle 25°.
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Offset = 100 m in formation #1
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Figure 5: Overlay of the first trace in both plots of Figure 4.
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DISLOCATION APPROACH(1 KHZ,8.10Et09)
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Figure 6: Same as Figure 4 except 1000 Hz.
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DISLOCATION APPROACH (100HZ,6.07E + OS)
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Figure 7: In this example, 0<1 = 5970 mis, /31 = 2880 mis, PI = 2656 Kglm3 and
0<2 = 5970 mis, /32 = 4320 mis, P2 = 2656 Kglm3 and frequency 100 Hz, incident
angle 25°.
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Figure 8: In this example, 0<1 = 5970 mis, {31 = 2880 mis, PI = 2656 Kglm
3

and
0<2 = 8955 mis, {32 = 2880 mis, P2 = 2656 Kglm3 and frequency 100 Hz, incident

angle 25°.
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DISLOCATION APPROACH (100HZ,6.44E + 08)
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Figure 9: In this example, 0<1 = 5970 mis, /31 = 2880 mis, PI = 2656 KglmS and
0<2 = 5970 mis, /32 = 2880 mis, P2 = 3984 KglmS and frequency 100 Hz, incident
angle 25°.
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DISLOCATION APPROACH (100HZ,7.17E +08)
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Figure 10: In this example, al = 5970 mis, /31 = 2880 mis, PI = 2656 Kglm3 and
a2 = 8955 mis, /32 = 3600 mis, P2 = 2656 Kglm3 and frequency 100 Hz, incident
angle 25°.
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Figure 11: In this example, 0<1 = 2700 mis, f31 = 1400 mis, PI = 2000 Kglm3 and

0<2 = 6300 mis, f32 = 3400 mis, P2 = 2700 Kglm3 and frequency 2000 Hz. (a)
Finite difference calculation for a ring source at 2 m inside the formation and (b)
negative dislocation approach for an plane P wave at incident angle 37° .
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